
JONATHAN FRANZEN HARPERS ESSAY

"Why Bother?", originally published as "Perchance to Dream: In the Age of Images, a Reason to Write Novels", is a
literary essay by American novelist Jonathan Franzen. It is often referred to as "The Harper's Essay". First published in
the April issue of Harper's magazine, the essay.

Like DeLillo, he dazzles the reader with trenchant riffs on contemporary life - everything from
mood-enhancing pharmaceuticals to bisexuality to cruise-ship culture. Publishing is now a subsidiary of
Hollywood, and the blockbuster novel is a mass-marketable commodity, a portable substitute for TV. Then
there are the three mixed-up Lambert children scattered along the East Coast: Gary, an unhappy suburban
banker; Chip, a raffish failed screenwriter; and finally, Denise, a sexually confused gourmet chef. It had
already been four full years since I'd last published a book, and I had two novels to my nameâ€”neither of
which had particularly made my career. He opposes this to the long history of American literary protagonists
who, though solitary, have been celebrated as exemplars of American freedom including Huckleberry Finn ,
Hazel Motes , and Tyrone Slothrop. To ignore it is to court nostalgia. Franzen also expresses great worry that
the spread of this process will make young writers expect only to write within the context of their particular
"ethnic or gender identity", ironically losing diversity of literature by seeking diverse cultural groups'
literature. No more filming in empty swimming pools for Soulja Boy. For Reprints and Permissions, click
here. The shift from depressive realism to tragic realism â€” from being immobilized by darkness to being
sustained by it â€” thus strangely seems to require believing in the possibility of a cure. But this would have
missed the point. How did it feel to be a local kid returning to St. Even when you do manage to achieve
idealism for a few moments, you immediately start examining it and becoming ironic. And eventually it
dawned on me that the despair I felt about the novel was less the result of my obsolescence than of my
isolation. There are distinctions among regions and among cities. For The Corrections, he literally spent years
developing characters before he tackled the plot. A novel never sells anything but itself, which means that the
whole huge noisemaking machine we call popular culture leaves novelists more or less alone. Meanwhile, my
wife and I had reunited in Philadelphia. As a reader, I find humor to be an indicator that I can trust the writer,
because I know the writer is not taking him or herself too seriously and has enough distance on the characters
that I don't feel that I'm being sold a character whom the author is attached to in some unwholesome way. So
did the money. If you wanted to watch a show, you had to sit down in front of your set at the prescribed time
and watch it.


